Prospect Primary School located at
Danvers Pen in St. Thomas is the
winner of the Trees for Peace Competition, which was launched by the
Violence Prevention Alliance(VPA) in
collaboration with the Ministry of
Education, Youth and Information
on Peace Day in March 2018 .
The rural school of just under 100
students emerged the winner follow-
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PROSPECT PRIMARY IS “TREES FOR PEACE” WINNER
Prospect Primary School located at Danvers Pen in St. Thomas is the winner of the
Trees for Peace Competition, which was
launched by the Violence Prevention Alliance (VPA) in collaboration with the Ministry of Education, Youth and Information on
Peace Day in March 2018 .
The rural school of just under 100 students
emerged the winner following the judging
of 30 schools islandwide that created
Peace Gardens across the island.
“I knew we were going to win. I just felt it,”
said Nesline Lawrence, principal of the
school, in an interview before officially receiving the top prize that included a trophy,
tablets and $150,000 to assist with a development project at the school.
Ms. Lawrence said when she saw the poster about the competition she had a discussion with her guidance counselor, who also
agreed that the rural school should enter
the competition.
She said it was hard work with the children,
teachers and parents all having an input on
the project. “On completion, one of my
teachers said to me “Miss, nobody else but
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“The message is one of strong roots, well
watered, branches reaching up to the sky.
We need strong characters to survive the
harsh conditions that we often face. Peace
on Earth does not depend on us alone having a secure living environment but also
involves us working together to resolve
conflicts. So we need to keep these green,
clean spaces as well as quiet spaces in our
lives,” she said.

Prospect Primary School students (from left); Taneica Amanda Phipps,
Jaydon Wilson and Kamillea Chung show off their trophy with Principal, Nesline Lawrence (at left in background); Richard Troupe of the
Ministry of Education and Elizabeth Ward of the VPA.

Claudette Pious, executive director of Children First, who was the guest speaker,
commended Prospect Primary for topping
all schools to win the Competition.

us can win this competition” and I said to her
but you don’t see the other schools’ gardens.
This garden took a lot out of us and it was a
lot of sacrifice but it paid off,” she said with
pride.
The Peace Garden comprised of flowery
plants, benches, a water fountain and inspiration peace quotes scattered across the garden. “It is like a naughty corner so whenever
the students misbehave they are sent there
because it is therapeutic. It also has running
water so that calms them down and is relaxing,” Ms. Lawrence added.
Dr. Elizabeth Ward, chair of the VPA commended the school for its hard work during
an awards ceremony held on the school’s
premises on Wednesday, October 10.

Anna Ward (second left) presents winning trophy to Nesline
Lawrence

The VPA team takes a group photo with the winning
school

More than 100 schools entered the Competition with 30 schools creating Peace
Gardens across 12 parishes.
Partners of the Trees for Peace Competition were: main sponsor, CB Facey Foundation; JN Foundation; Sandals Foundation;
Forestry Department; National Environment
and Planning Agency; the Broadcasting
Commission of Jamaica; Jamaica 4-H
Clubs; Trees that Feed Foundation; Early
Childhood Commission; Mona GeoInformatics Institute; Nature Preservation Foundation, Food for the Poor and Child Protection
and Family Services Agency.
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HOLY FAMILY PRIMARY MEMORIALIZE FALLEN STUDENT WITH PEACE GARDEN
The downtown Kingston based
Holy Family Primary School has
created a peace garden to honour the memory of 11-year-old
student, Taysha Hughes, who
was killed during a flare-up of
violence in the area in June of
last year
The school, which placed third
in the recently concluded Trees
for Peace Competition organized by the Violence Prevention Alliance (VPA) in collaboration with the Ministry of Education, Information, Youth and
Culture, was still reeling from
the loss of Taysha, then a student at the school, when an
opportunity presented itself to
honour her life by participating
in the competition launched on
Peace Day in March of this
year.
According to Dillion Ainkey,
guidance counselor at the
school, initially there was some
debate regarding the location
of the garden, which became
known as ‘Harmony Garden,’
and also a fitting memorial for
Taysha.
“For a period of time after her
death students were mourning,
and we had to be doing a lot of
grief counseling not only for the
effects of Taysha’s death but,
also for the violence that was
being experienced at the time
in the area,” he explained, adding that while doing so, it was
decided that the creation of a
space, which was beautiful and
offered an escape for the students, was crucial for healing.
In the end, work on the garden,
which is located at the rear of
the grade six block, commenced with financial assistance from Unity and Peace,the

the local arm of the international
organization, Fight for Peace,
which was working in the community of Parade Gardens, where
the school is located. Unity and
Peace representative
and a capoeira coach,
Dennis Eckart assisted
with the design of the
garden and also conducted a workshop with
the students on how to
utilize recycled items in
creating the garden.

ment Foundation as well as
trees from the VPA.
Most of the work on the garden
was done on Labour Day in
May and a memorial for Tay-

“He instructed us in how
to make benches out of
some wooden pallets
that were donated to us. VPA Research Associate, Cassidy Edwards (left) handing
over plaque to Guidance Counselor at the Holy Family
The children were
Primary, Dillion Ainkay.
taught how to cut the
tyres, stack them and
also how to insert the soil. We
sha, who was affectionately
painted everything in bright colknown as Angel, consisted of a
ours,” Mr. Ainkey said, noting
plaque with her name and oththat flowers were donated from
er details which was placed at
GraceKennedy and the Grace
the entrance of the garden.
and Staff Community Develop-

The creation of Harmony Garden has had a widespread impact on the students at the
school, as they can be seen
visiting it every free moment
available. It has at times become a distraction so much
so that, Mr. Ainkey said plans
were afoot to teach them how
to use the garden.
Conflicts among the students
are localized to a specific
section of the school far away
from the garden, which is
seemingly considered holy
ground. “Maybe the name of
the garden plays on their
conscience and they don’t go
near it when there is conflict,” he chuckled.
“It has also affected their
moods. I have observed how
children react when in the garden,” Mr. Ainkey added.

NATIONAL PLAN OF ACTION TARGETS 0% VIOLENCE AGAINST CHILDREN
This is according to projected
baseline targets outlined in the
National Plan of Action for an
Integrated Response to Children,
which is being coordinated by a
Technical Working Group comprising of more than 15 government agencies.
Dr. Elizabeth Ward, chair of the
VPA made the disclosure while
presenting on the NPVAC at the
VPA Chairperson, Dr. Elizabeth Ward. 27th Annual Research Conference Workshop organized by the
Faculty of Medical Sciences in
If the National Plan of Action for
an Integrated Response to Chilcollaboration with the VPA at the
dren and Violence (NPACV) is
University of the West Indies,
implemented, Jamaica should
Mona Campus in November.
see the number of incidents of
Giving a breakdown of the proviolence against children drastijections, Dr. Ward said this
cally reduced to zero per cent by
would mean a reduction of cas2030.
es by three per cent every

year over the next 12 years.
She said for this to be
achieved, the National Plan of
Action for an Integrated Response to Children has recommended the strengthening of
policies, legal and regulatory
framework to ensure the protection of children from all
forms of violence and exploitation.
Turning to outcome number
two of the Plan, she said there
has to be an improved quality
of and access to services for
children affected by violence.
She informed that the target
under this outcome is to increase by 20 per cent the number of children accessing quality service.
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HOLY NETWORK CENTRE EXPANDS PROGRAMME TO REACH MORE INNER-CITY COMMUNITIES
The Healthy Ones Lifestyle
Youth (HOLY) Network Centre
is continuing to make strides
in its efforts to transform the
lives of at risk youth ages 1319 years old by securing a
property on Waltham Park
Road in Kingston.

come in the form of an air
Through access to the literacy
condition for the computer
software AutoSkills and computroom from the VPA; grill work, ers under the 2010 Learning
the computer lab, printers
Net Works programme spearand laptops from Grafico
headed by the VPA in collaboraPrints; and, desktop computtion with the JN Foundation,
ers, printers and a embroiliteracy levels of the children
dery machine from the
attending the Centre improved
Digicel Foundation. However, exponentially.
This move comes in light of
Rev. Bell pointed out that
the programme outgrowing
Participants in the HOLY Network Summer Camp. more funding was required to
its current location at Grafico
fix the roof of the structure,
Prints on Barry Street in
which is leaking.
Downtown, Kingston. The propof the HOLY Network, Rev. Daerty, which is currently under
val Bell, who purchased the
The Network ,which was foundrenovation, will cater to some
property, disclosed that the
ed by Rev. Bell continues to
125 youths and counting, from
electrical work had been comimpact positively on the lives of
the Waltham Park Road area,
pleted. Carpentry activities, he
at risk and unattached youth.
Whitfield Town, Greenwich
explained, were still ongoing to
The programme engages the
Town, Three Miles, Maxfield and outfit the computer room as
youth in literacy and numeracy
the downtown environs.
well as other areas.
using video making primarily as a method for them to
Participants in the HOLY Network SumIn giving an update on the new
So far assistance with outfitexpress themselves.
mer Camp.
premises, the executive director
ting the new structure has

VPA URGES JAMAICANS TO BE PART OF THE SOLUTION TO PEACE
The Violence Prevention Alliance
is urging all Jamaicans to be
part of the solution in preventing
crime and violence as the first
steps to claiming peace.

children. Our children have a
right to peace. We cannot

to justice thereby, sending a
strong message that the mur-

A peace vigil, candle lighting,
counseling and a Peace Concert
were held at Mandeville Greens
in Manchester.

The Alliance made the appeal in
recognition of International
Peace Day, which was observed
Friday, September 21 under the
theme “The Right to Peace!”.
Dr. Elizabeth Ward, chair of the
VPA said that everyone should
adopt a non-violent approach to
problem solving. “Report crimes
and potential crimes to the authorities,” she said.
Bemoaning the increasing number of children murdered since
the start of the year, Dr. Ward
said that it is clear that more
action is required to achieve the
goal of peace.
“We are failing to protect the
most vulnerable among us, our

the theme, “The Right to Peace
and the Way Forward”.

Dr. Clifton Reid, chair of the
Manchester Peace Coalition
said the week of activities provided an opportunity for persons to engage in peace building activities.

VPA Chairman, Dr. Elizabeth Ward (left) presents a book to ShellyAnn Bennett, librarian at the Windward Road Primary and Junior High
School, and students at a handing over of books to the school.
continue to shield the perpetrator(s)) of these heinous
crimes against our children,”
she stressed.
“It is time for us to speak out
and provide the information to
the security forces so that the
perpetrators can be brought

dering of our children will not
be tolerated,” she stated..
Meanwhile, in observation of
International Peace Day, the
VPA and its partner, the Manchester Peace Coalition organized a week of activities,
which included a church service; a panel discussion held

Students at Windward Road Primary
and Junior High School.
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PUT MORE RESOURCES IN PREVENTION SAYS VPA MEMBER , DR. TOPPIN
With the cost of care for both
violence related injuries (VRIs)
and road traffic crashes (RTCs)
registering in the region of
$12.6 billion annually, Dr. Jason Toppin, a member of the
Violence Prevention Alliance, is
calling for proper resources to
be channeled into the area of
prevention .
He said that these injuries were
preventable. “The World Health
Organisation (WHO) data indicates that 80 per cent of violence related injuries and 90
per cent of road traffic crashes
can be prevented. They recommended that investing in prevention of these injuries would
make available, resources to
provide treatment in other areas.”
He made these remarks during
a presentation entitled
“Violence, Health and Development: Examining the cost of
Violence-Related Injuries to
Jamaica,” at the 27th Annual
Research Conference Workshop organized by the Faculty
of Medical Sciences in collaboration with the VPA in November at the University of the
West Indies, Mona Campus.
He pointed out that in real
terms the cost of care for both
violence related injuries and
road traffic crashes was the
equivalent of the minimum
wage for 40,000 people for a
year; the cost of 90 million
patties; the average salary of
7,000 Jamaican people for a
year; and the purchase of
3,000 Toyota Corollas.
Dr. Toppin, who is also a consultant in Anesthesia and Intensive Care at the University
Hospital of the West Indies,

Bustamante Hospital for Children, Spanish Town Hospital,
May Pen Hospital, St. Ann’s Bay
Hospital and Cornwall Regional
Hospital. The lead investigators
for the study included: Dr. Toppin; Dr. Trevor McCartney, Medical Chief of Staff (UHWI); Dr.
Elizabeth Ward, VPA Chairperson and Dr. Deanna Ashley,
VPA Executive Director.

VPA Member and Collaborator on the “Cost Of Care Report”, Dr.
Jason Toppin.
said that based on a 2017
published study, “Cost to Care:
The Burden of Violence-related
Injuries and Road Traffic Crashes to the Health Care System
of Jamaica,” the $12.6 billion
cost to care for injuries associated with violence and road
crashes represented one per
cent of the Gross Domestic
Product for Jamaica in 2014.
In giving a breakdown of the
cost of care for individual injuries, Dr. Toppin disclosed that
the average medical cost for a

VPA CHAIR SITS ON PANEL
DISCUSSION AT YOUTH
FORUM

violence related injury at the
hospital was $147,000. He said
further that the highest cost
burden was incurred for a gunshot wound case which, on average amounted to $402,000,
while a stab wound or laceration
totaled on average, $194,000.
As for RTCs, Dr. Toppin revealed
that the average cost of care for
this type of injury was
$113,000, while the most expensive in terms of care involved
a motorcycle rider injury, which
on average amounted to
$262,000. The average cost for
an injury in a motorcar, he added, was $94,000. “How can we
not afford it to prevent these
issues?” he quipped.
The Cost of Care Study built on
the Jamaica Injury Surveillance
System (JISS), which has been
an ongoing process to collect
demographic data on people
presenting to the government
run hospitals with injuries in
general. The study reviewed
cases of VRIs and RTCS seen
during the period April to June
2014 at seven hospitals – UHWI, Kingston Public Hospital,

VPA Chair, Dr. Elizabeth Ward
offered thoughts during a panel
discussion on Sustainable Development Goal 16 (Peace and
Justice Strong Institution) Youth Participation: The Key to
Peace and Security at a Youth
Forum hosted in November by
the National Integrity Action
and Equality Youth Jamaica at
the UWI Regional Headquarters, Mona.
Dr. Ward called for a more collaborative effort as it pertained
to peace building and impressed upon the media to play
a more active role in supporting
peace building initiatives pursued by youth.

